DESCRIPTION
With this project we intend to act in terms of identity resources, heritage and cultural valuation related to maritime exploration from the city of Lisbon, with the motto maritime explorations associated with the “Portuguese Discoveries”. It is proposed the creation of a discovery guide, involving a set of "exploration stations" throughout the city of Lisbon, related to the city in the discoveries epoch, with boats, navigation instruments, cultures crossroads and biodiversity of the oceans navigated (principle 5 and 6 of the ocean literacy). This itinerary includes different spaces within the city: monuments and places associated with the discoveries and meeting of cultures (Orient Museum Foundation); institutions of maritime science (Navy Museum, Vasco da Gama Aquarium, Planetarium). This guide will be created in digital format for mobile technologies and is designed for the school community.

PROJECT PROMOTER
Institute of Education, University of Lisbon

PROJECT PARTNER
Faculty of Sciences, University of Lisbon (FCUL)

TOTAL COST
18.568€

TOTAL ELIGIBLE COST
18.568€

EEA Grant
15.783€

OUTCOME
Outcome#4 - Increased awareness of and education in integrated marine water management

OUTPUT
Integrated marine water management training, education and awareness raising measures and activities implemented

INDICATOR (I)
Number of awareness raising initiatives (incl. supporting materials) carried out in primary and secondary schools
TARGET (I)
10

INDICATOR (II)
Number of hits on the Ocean Literacy Website 2013-2016
TARGET (II)
300